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Foreword
On 21–22 June 2012, the BIS held its Eleventh Annual Conference, on “The future of
financial globalisation” in Lucerne, Switzerland. The event brought together senior
representatives of central banks and academic institutions who exchanged views on this
topic. The papers presented at the conference and the discussants’ comments are released
as BIS Working Papers 397 to 400. A forthcoming BIS Paper will contain the opening
address Stephen Cecchetti (Economic Adviser, BIS), a keynote address from Amartya Sen
(Harvard University), and the available contributions of the policy panel on “Will financial
globalisation survive?”. The participants in the policy panel discussion, chaired by Jaime
Caruana (General Manager, BIS), were Ravi Menon (Monetary Authority of Singapore),
Jacob Frenkel (JP Morgan Chase International) and José Dario Uribe Escobar (Banco de la
Repubblica).
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Financial Globalisation and the Crisis
Philip R. Lane1*

The global financial crisis provides an important testing ground for the financial globalisation
model. We ask three questions. First, did financial globalisation materially contribute to the
origination of the global financial crisis? Second, once the crisis occurred, how did financial
globalisation affect the incidence and propagation of the crisis across different countries?
Third, how has financial globalisation affected the management of the crisis at national and
international levels?
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1.

Introduction

The decade before the global financial crisis was marked by very rapid growth in cross-border
financial positions. While the 1990s Mexican and Asian crises had certainly induced greater
caution among emerging economies, most advanced economies fully embraced the financial
globalisation model. Although the potential risks from these developments were much
discussed, by and large there was relatively little by way of policy responses to the structural
changes generated by financial globalisation.
The relative calm in the global economy during this period meant that the full implications of
financial globalisation could not be evaluated. First, it is only in retrospect that the build-up of
vulnerabilities in the pre-crisis phase can be fully appreciated. Second, the cross-country and
cross-group variation in the scale of international financial integration might deliver very
different outcomes in the heat of a financial crisis than during non-crisis times. Third, the
capacity of national governments and the international system to effectively manage a
financial crisis in an environment of very high international financial linkages was not
challenged during this period.
Accordingly, the global financial crisis provides an important testing ground for the financial
globalisation model. While the market-panic phase of the global crisis was most intense during
Autumn 2008 and Spring 2009, subsequent crisis stages are still playing out, with Europe at
the centre of the current phase of the crisis.
It is useful to think about three dimensions of the inter-relation between financial globalisation
and the global crisis. First, did financial globalisation materially contribute to the origination of
the global financial crisis? Second, once the crisis occurred, how did financial globalisation
affect the incidence and propagation of the crisis across different countries? Third, how has
financial globalisation affected the management of the crisis at national and international
levels?
The goal of this paper is to address these issues. In tackling these questions, there will be two
recurrent themes. First, the contrasting experiences of advanced and emerging economies
during the global crisis can be directly related to their very different modes of engagement with
financial globalisation during the pre-crisis period. Second, the current European crisis
provides important lessons for the rest of the world, in view of the extremely high levels of
cross-border financial integration within Europe (especially within the euro area).
There is a vast literature on financial globalisation. The risks attached to international financial
integration have received much attention, although the main focus has been on the
vulnerabilities of emerging and developing economies.2 In particular, the 1990s emergingmarket crises led to a much more sceptical view of full-scale financial integration for these
economies (see, amongst many others, Rodrik 1998, Rodrik 2000, Obstfeld 2009, Prasad and
Rajan 2009, Jeanne et al 2012).
In contrast, there was more optimism about the impact of financial globalisation on advanced
economies. In particular, the empirical evidence suggested that financial globalisation
delivered benefits in terms of improved macroeconomic performance, greater risk sharing and
institutional development for countries that passed threshold levels of income per capita, even
if these gains were quantitatively relatively minor in scale (Kose and others 2009a, 2009b,
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Of course, a longer historical perspective provides major examples of international financial crises also affecting
advanced economies (see, amongst many others, Eichengreen 1991 and Obstfeld and Taylor 2004).

2009c). In terms of risk factors for advanced economies, the main focus was on the
emergence of global current account imbalances, with the funding of the large US current
account deficit a primary concern. However, the risk of a large-scale financial crisis was not
much discussed, with some well-known exceptions (Rajan 2005, Stulz 2005).
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the quantitative
evolution of cross-border financial positions during the pre-crisis period. We analyse the
interactions between financial globalisation and the crisis in Section 3. We outline the policy
reforms required at national and international levels in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2.

The Dynamics of Financial Globalisation

The sum of foreign assets and foreign liabilities (expressed as a ratio to GDP and termed the
IFI ratio) is a useful measure of the de facto scale of cross-border financial integration (Lane
and Milesi-Ferretti 2001, 2007). While financial globalisation also operates through the
determination of asset prices and the responsiveness of international capital flows to shocks,
the accumulated stocks of foreign assets and foreign liabilities reflect the history of past capital
flows, plus the impact of valuation adjustments on previous positions. In addition, the level
and composition of the international balance sheet matter for the exposure of individual
countries to shocks to underlying asset prices and exchange rates. Finally, the net
international investment position is a key state variable in many dynamic macroeconomic
models.
Figures 1-2 show the aggregate IFI ratios for groups of advanced and emerging economies
respectively.3 Figure 1 shows the remarkable expansion in cross-border financial positions for
the advanced-economy group, which rose from 68.4 percent in 1980 to a peak of 438.2
percent in 2007. Within this period, there were two acceleration phases, with a step increase in
the growth of cross-border positions in the mid-1990s and a further intensification during 20042007. While the IFI ratio plunged in 2008, it subsequently recovered during 2009-2010.
Within the advanced-economy group, it is important to underline that the level of cross-border
financial integration within Europe far exceeds the levels observed for other high-income
countries. To illustrate this point, Figure 3 plots the IFI ratios for the euro area, the United
States and Japan (where intra-area cross-border positions are included in the calculated for
the euro area). We can see that international financial trade grew far more quickly for the
European countries from the mid-1990s onwards.
Figure 2 4shows some important differences for the emerging-economy group. While the IFI
ratio more than doubled from 34.9 percent in 1980 to 73.3 percent in 2007, this is far below the
level of cross-border positions recorded by the advanced-economy group. In addition, the IFI
ratio was quite flat between 1999 and 2007, so that the emerging-economy group did not
participate to the same extent in the international financial boom in the mid-2000s. As with the
advanced-economy group, the IFI ratio fell during 2008 but had returned to close to its peak
value by 2010.
So far, we have focused on international balance sheet data. It is instructive to also examine
the data on international financial flows drawn from the balance of payments. Figure 4 shows
aggregate financial outflows and inflows for the advanced-economy and emerging-economy
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groups over 2002-2010. Gross financial flows more than doubled (relative to GDP) between
2002-2007 for the advanced economies before undergoing a dramatic contraction in 2008,
with only partial recovery during 2009-2010 (see also Milesi-Ferretti and Tille 2011). The
dynamic pattern is qualitatively similar for emerging economies but the scale of pre-crisis
boom and the subsequent reversal is a lot milder for this group.
In view of the limited time span, it is difficult to quantify the drivers of time variation in
international financial integration. Of course, financial globalisation has been facilitated by the
secular decline in legal barriers to cross-border financial flows. Figure 5 shows the evolution of
the financial account liberalisation index developed by Chinn and Ito (2006, 2008). While
financial account restrictions have been largely abolished for advanced economies, emerging
economies typically still operate under a tighter legal framework.
In fact, such de jure measures of financial openness explain relatively little in the cross-time or
cross-country variation in the scale of cross-border financial trade. In their empirical work,
Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2008) point to financial innovation and the liberalisation of the
European financial system as important factors in the acceleration of cross-border financial
trade among the advanced economies. In relation to financial innovation, new investment
classes (such as asset-backed securities), new investment vehicles (such as special purpose
vehicles [SPVs]) and the rise of lightly-regulated types of asset managers (hedge funds) all
promoted cross-border financial trade.
In related fashion, the growth in the market share of globally-active banks provided important
infrastructural support, in view of the roles played by inter-office transactions and international
market making by these banks in facilitating global asset trade (Goldberg 2009, CGFS 2010,
McCauley et al 2010, Bruno and Shin 2012). Indeed, in part, financial innovation was directed
at cross-border regulatory arbitrage, chopping up the financial intermediation chain to minimise
tax obligations and maximise regulatory flexibility. In this regard, different types of international
financial centres played a special role, with countries specialising in different niches in the
provision of international financial services (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 2011a).
The liberalisation of the European financial system and the launch of the euro provided further
impetus to cross-border financial trade (Lane 2006, Lane 2010). Regulatory harmonisation and
freedom of establishment facilitated the integration of European financial markets, while the
single currency led to especially rapid growth in cross-border trade in money and credit
markets. The real investment opportunities provided by the integration of Central and Eastern
Europe into the European Union provided a further boost to cross-border financial trade,
especially in relation to FDI (with banking-sector FDI especially prominent). While European
financial integration disproportionately affected intra-European trade, the creation of a larger
single market also boosted trade vis-a-vis non-European financial partners.
In terms of cross-country variation in international financial integration, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2008) identify a number of robust co-variates. In particular, it seems that those countries with
larger domestic financial systems, higher levels of output per capita and smaller populations
exhibit the highest values for the IFI ratio. It is not immediately obvious that domestic financial
trade and international financial trade should be complements, in view of the potential for
substitution between these two activities but the complementarity effect dominates in the data.
The positive correlation with output per capita is consistent with a greater capacity in richer
countries to pay the fixed costs involved in developing the institutional capacity associated with
cross-border financial trade, while the lower capacity for domestic risk diversification is one
reason why smaller countries typically run larger external financial positions.
These structural factors help to explain why the level of international financial integration for
emerging economies than for advanced economies. A lower level of financial development
and lower GDP per capita differentiate these countries from the advanced countries. In
addition, emerging economies do not have the same types of institutional linkages that
stimulate financial trade among the European countries. Finally, tighter regulation of banking
4

systems (and tigher capital controls in some emerging economies) discouraged emergingmarket banks from embracing the financial innovation wave in the mid-2000s in the same
manner as banks in many advanced economies.
In addition to these structural factors, it is also important to take into account the marked shift
in emerging-market strategies in the wake of the 1990s financial crises. As documented by
Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007), Lane and Shambaugh (2010) and Prasad (2011), these
countries reduced net external liabilities by running current account surpluses, improved
liquidity by accumulating foreign-exchange reserves and lowered debt-equity ratios in the
composition of external liabilities.
The IFI ratio only captures the aggregate scale of international balance sheets. It is especially
important to consider the debt-equity mix, in view of the different risk-bearing properties of
debt and equity instruments. Figures 6-7 show international debt-equity ratios for the
advanced and emerging economies. In relation to the debt-equity mix for advanced
economies, Figure 6 shows an important reversal between 1999 and 2008: after a sustained
period in which cross-border equity positions grew more quickly than cross-border debt
positions, the decade before the crisis saw a sharp increase in debt-equity ratios. Moreover,
the debt-equity ratio for advanced economies was higher for external liabilities than for
external assets.
Figure 7 shows that the debt-equity patterns are quite different for emerging economies. The
debt-equity ratio is much higher for foreign assets than for foreign liabilities. On the foreign
asset side, there was a rapid increase in the debt-equity ratio between 1999 and 2002, which
was partly reversed during 2003-2007. In relation to foreign liabilities, there was a marked
downward shift in the debt-equity ratio from 2001 onwards, as these countries favoured FDI
and portfolio equity inflows over debt inflows.
The "long equity, short debt" strategy pursued by many advanced economies clearly carried
risks. While this mix might earn a positive net return during normal times, it is destabilising
during a crisis period since a decline in equity values reduces the net worth of domestic
investors at the same time that tighter conditions in credit markets increases funding risks for
debt liabilities.
By way of contrast, the "long debt, short equity" profile of emerging economies provided
substantial protection. The buffer provided by holding liquid foreign-currency foreign debt
assets covered in the event of disruption in credit markets or currency depreciation, while the
high equity component in external liabilities provided considerable outward risk transfer in the
event of a decline in domestic asset prices. Still, at the same time, this profile also contained
vulnerabilities, since foreign debt assets are exposed to default risk during crisis periods. In
addition, the funding of equity liabilities and the value of domestic assets can be compromised
by international financial multiplier effects, by which foreign investors that face a tougher
domestic financial environment may be forced to sell foreign positions through a variety of
mechanisms (Krugman 2008).
From the perspective of 2006-2007, it seemed that financial globalisation was a strong secular
process that was creating ever-stronger financial linkages across countries. This was
especially true among the advanced economies, with the group of emerging economies
adopting a more cautious approach. The crisis that took hold in 2008 and is still ongoing
would provide an important test of the properties of financial globalisation. We turn to the interrelations between the crisis and financial globalisation in the next section.
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3.

Financial Globalisation and the Crisis

We divide our analysis into three parts. First, it is useful to ask whether financial globalisation
was an important contributory factor in the origination of the global financial crisis. Second,
conditional on the crisis occurring, we can address the mechanics of how financial
globalisation affected the propagation and incidence of the crisis across countries, since some
properties of financial globalisation may have amplified crisis shocks while other properties of
financial globalisation may have provided a buffer that mitigated the impact of crisis shocks.
Third, financial globalisation plausibly affected crisis management by policymakers through a
variety of channels. In this section, we address each of these dimensions in turn.
3.1

Financial Globalisation and Sources of the Crisis

Did the rise in cross-border financial trade contribute to the origination of the global financial
crisis? It is possible to identify two main channels by which financial globalisation contributed
to the financial conditions that ultimately gave rise to the crisis.
First, the participation of foreign investors (especially foreign banks) fuelled the accelerated
growth of the asset-backed securities markets in the United States that were central in the
original market panic in 2007-2008. As documented by Acharya and Schnabl (2009) and
Bernanke et al (2011), European banks were major purchasers of asset-backed securities. In
large part, these banks also obtained dollar funding in the US money markets, as detailed by
Shin (2011). For this reason, the role of European banks in enabling the expansion of the US
ABS markets did not jump out of the balance of payments data, although the implicit risk
exposure of European parent banks grew in line with these US activities.
Second, financial globalisation permitted rapid growth in the balance sheets of many banks.
This took place at two levels. In relation to globally-active banks, the size and complexity of
these banks grew rapidly, making it difficult for national regulators to adequately police risk
profiles. In addition, the capacity of local banks to expand lending by tapping international
wholesale markets fuelled credit growth in a number of countries.
Third, the growing role of emerging markets in the world financial system may also have
contributed to the build-up of weaknesses in credit markets. In particular, the generalequilibrium impact of the demand for low-risk debt assets from emerging-market official
sources and the increased supply of equity opportunities in these countries may have added
fuel to the securitisation boom (see, amongst many others, Bernanke et al 2011).
In these ways, although there is no easy way to quantify its importance relative to other
factors, financial globalisation plausibly contributed to the credit market vulnerabilities that
were at the origin of the global financial crisis. In essence, financial globalisation magnified the
impact of underlying distortions, such as inadequate regulation of credit markets and banks, by
allowing the scaling-up of financial activities that might have faced capacity limits in autarkic
financial systems (see also Borio and Disyatat 2011).
Going further, the variation in the cross-country incidence and propagation of the global crisis
may be linked to differential levels and types of participation in cross-border financial trade.
For instance, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2011b) identify the rate of pre-crisis credit growth and
the scale of pre-crisis current account deficits as important correlates of the scale of the
decline in output and domestic expenditure during 2009. More generally, credit growth is an
important leading indicator of subsequent financial crises, with recent estimates provided by
Jorda et al (2011) and Gourinchas and Obstfeld (2012). In related fashion, Lane and MilesiFerretti (2012) show that the scale of pre-crisis " excess" current account deficits has been
associated with larger current account turnarounds over 2008-2010, which were mostly
accomplished through reductions in domestic absorption.
6

Financial globalisation plausibly contributed to rapid domestic credit growth by operating on
both supply factors and demand factors. In relation to credit supply, domestic banks and the
affiliates of foreign banks can raise various types of wholesale funding on international
markets, with foreign investors also an important source of bank equity (both through portfolio
equity and FDI). In relation to credit demand, capital inflows can contribute to a low interest
rate environment and improve the net worth of domestic borrowers by pushing up domestic
asset prices.
For a sample of European countries, Lane and McQuade (2012) find that international capital
inflows were indeed correlated with domestic credit growth during the 2003-2008 pre-crisis
period. In particular, a high level of net debt inflows was associated with more rapid domestic
credit growth, as is shown in Figure 8. This is consistent with the funding channel by which
domestic banks were able to expand lending capacity by raising wholesale funding on
international markets. The flip side is that high rates of net debt outflows were associated with
lower domestic credit growth in key source countries such as Germany.
As noted, it is also plausible that financial globalisation facilitated the emergence of large and
persistent current account imbalances. Figure 9 shows the cross-country standard deviation
in current account balances over 1995-2010, which captures a marked increase in dispersion
during 2002-2007, followed by a compression phase during 2008-2010. On the deficit side, a
larger pool of international investors made it easier to obtain external funding; on the surplus
side, the availability of foreign assets provided an alternative outlet for domestic savings.
At a global level, Blanchard and Milesi-Ferretti (2010) highlight that the factors driving current
account balances varied across different phases. Still, international financial integration surely
increased the elasticity of capital flows to these underlying forces, both in relation to welfareincreasing factors (such as differences in demographics or productivity) and welfare-reducing
factors (asset bubbles, overborrowing distortions).
For a European sample, Lane and Pels (2012) find that the covariates of current account
imbalances shifted around 2003. Before 2003, external imbalances were highly correlated with
differences in output per capita, with richer European countries running surpluses and poorer
European countries running deficits. This pattern was interpreted benignly by Blanchard and
Giavazzi (2002) as conforming to neoclassical patterns by which capital running downhill
should accelerate output convergence and improve welfare.
However, Lane and Pels (2012) show that differences in growth projections across countries
emerged as a strong correlate of current account imbalances during the 2003-2007 period in
which the level of dispersion in external positions sharply increased. To the extent that these
growth projections were extrapolations from the unsustainable expansion of the non-traded
sectors in some countries (Ireland and Spain and some Eastern European countries come to
mind), these types of current account deficits were not necessarily welfare enhancing. Indeed,
these authors show that a primary source of the covariation between growth projections and
the current account during 2003-2007 was an increase in construction investment in the deficit
countries, which was a danger signal in terms of repayment capacity (see also Blanchard
2007, Giavazzi and Spaventa 2011, Chen et al 2012).
In summary, we can consider financial globalisation to have contributed to the origination of
the crisis by enabling the scaling-up of the US securitisation boom that was the proximate
trigger for the crisis -- it is difficult to imagine that the growth in these credit markets would
have been of similar magnitude without the participation of foreign investors. In addition,
financial globalisation also had a central role in the emergence of large and persistent
differences in credit growth and current account imbalances across countries -- these
imbalances would play a central role in determining the cross-country incidence and
propagation of the original crisis.
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3.2

Financial Globalisation: Crisis Amplifiers and Crisis Buffers

Regardless of whether financial globalisation contributed to the origination of the crisis, it is
important to investigate the mechanisms by which cross-border financial integration either
amplified crisis dynamics or provided a buffer that mitigated crisis shocks.
It is useful the divide the analysis between "flow" effects and "balance sheet" effects. In
relation to the behaviour of capital flows during the crisis, Milesi-Ferretti and Tille (2011)
document a "great retrenchment" during the crisis (see also Figure 4 in Section 2). At a
general level, periods of enhanced global risk are associated with much smaller volumes of
gross capital flows (Forbes and Warnock 2012), as investors refrain from making international
commitments and seek to pull back from accumulated positions that were built up during
normal times but look outsized in a higher-risk environment.
The most dramatic turnaround took place in relation to banking-sector flows, with foreign
investors draining liquid liabilities (deposits, short-term wholesale funding) from stressed banks
and domestic investors similarly repatriating foreign liquid assets. In both directions, banks
were the main proximate investors in other banks, so the cross-border retrenchment was part
of the general breakdown in inter-bank markets during the crisis. While individually rational,
the collective exit from these markets contributed to the illiquidity problems that defined the
acute phase of the crisis. Given the lack of an adequate international regulatory framework,
cross-border liquidity runs were more difficult to forestall than domestic liquidity runs. (We
defer the discussion of the central banking policy response to the next subsection.)
In passing, it is worth noting that the exit from foreign markets was far from uniform, with the
composition of the investor base mattering for the scale of the capital flow reversal. For
instance, De Haas and Van Horen (2011) show that banks were most likely to pull back from
destinations that were more geographically distant from the home market. In similar fashion,
Galstyan and Lane (2011) show that foreign investors were more likely to reduce portfolio
equity and portfolio debt positions in further-distant host countries.
It might be expected that some types of capital flows could be a stabilising force during a
crisis. For instance, in the wake of a decline in domestic asset prices, bargain-seeking foreign
investors could be a source of new capital inflows in the forms of portfolio investment and
foreign direct investment. While this mechanism has partially operated during the crisis, it has
less force in the context of a banking crisis, in view of the opacity of banking-sector balance
sheets and the risks of subsequent regulatory interventions that could harm foreign investors
in distressed domestic banks.
For those countries suffering the most severe domestic crises, the opportunity to repatriate
foreign assets might assist in domestic recovery. This has most force if there is a low (or even
negative) correlation between foreign asset returns and domestic asset returns and if foreign
assets are selected to provide diversification against domestic risks.
However, the
effectiveness of this mechanism is weaker during a global downturn in asset prices; it also is
less helpful if foreign asset purchases acted to concentrate risk rather than to diversify risk
(CGFS 2010). For instance, domestic speculators who had done well during the real estate
boom in Ireland doubled down by making aggressive purchases in the property sector in other
hot markets (Central and Eastern Europe, United Kingdom, United States). This pattern
boosted levered returns during the global real estate boom but exacerbated the losses once
the global property prices went into reverse.
Turning to the role of "international balance sheet" effects, the rise in foreign holdings has
magnified the quantitative importance of the valuation channel of external dynamics (Lane and
Milesi-Ferretti 2001, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 2007, Gourinchas and Rey 2007, Obstfeld
2012a, Obstfeld 2012b). All else equal, capital gains on foreign assets and capital losses on
foreign liabilities improve the net international investment position and such gains in external
wealth can provide a stabilising force if excess returns are earned during crisis periods.
8

However, it is also possible to envisage scenarios in which valuation losses occur during a
crisis, which is a destabilising pattern. In fact, this was the classic pattern in traditional
emerging-market crises, with the toxic pattern of exchange rate depreciation in combination
with high levels of foreign-currency debt delivering negative valuation effects that amplified
crisis dynamics.
It is notoriously difficult to execute careful empirical work on valuation effects, in view of the
quality issues related to international balance sheet data.4 In particular, the recorded levels of
foreign assets and foreign liabilities are subject to frequent and large-scale revisions that relate
to shifts in survey methods and other measurement issues. For this reason, it is difficult to
correctly capture the true valuation effects in the data.
In addition, it is also not straightforward to identify the "ultimate" owner of various foreign
assets, especially in countries with large international financial centres (see also Milesi-Ferretti
et al 2010). For instance, the United Kingdom reported losses on holdings of US asset-backed
securities during 2008. However, it turned out that a non-trivial proportion of these losses fell
on the British affiliates of foreign-owned banks, so that its FDI liabilities also declined in this
period as these foreign-owned banks announced losses on these positions.
In working out the role played by the valuation channel during the current crisis, a number of
factors have to be taken into consideration. First, the strong global co-movement in equity
prices during the crisis meant that the overall net equity position of each country was very
important in determining the distribution of gains and losses. In this regard, the general pattern
was that advanced economies lost and emerging markets gained, in view of the asymmetric
positions of the two groups in relation to portfolio equity and FDI net positions.
Second, it is important to differentiate across different debt categories. In relation to the 2008
US-centred phase of the crisis, the foreign investors in loss-making, asset-backed securities
were primarily from other advanced economies. In contrast, investors from emerging markets
(mainly official investors) held safe government-backed securities and so were not exposed to
the meltdown in the ABS markets.
Taking a longer and broader view of the crisis, the full attribution of losses on debt positions is
incomplete, since there are typically long delays before losses on bank loan books are fully
acknowledged, while the distinction between " hold to maturity" securities and " trading"
securities means that the accounting treatment of bank holdings of sovereign debt only
partially reflects mark-to-market principles.
Still, the writing down of 107 billion in Greece's sovereign debt obligations to private-sector
investors (corresponding to 50 percent of Greek GDP) will primarily fall on foreign investors,
substantially improving its net international investment position. On a more minor scale, the
write down of 14 billion on the subordinated debt issued by Irish banks corresponds to about 9
percent of Irish GDP and will also overwhelmingly fall on foreign investors. Over time, the
scale of national and sectoral debt burdens in Europe makes it likely that external balance
sheet adjustment will partly take place through further debt write downs (see also Reinhart et
al 2012).
Third, exchange rate movements have a primary role in determining valuation effects, since
foreign assets are typically denominated in foreign currency and, especially for advanced
economies, foreign liabilities typically have a large domestic-currency component (see,
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See, amongst others, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2009), Balli et al (2012), Curcuru et al (2012), Gourinchas et al
(2012).
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amongst many others, Lane and Shambaugh 2010). During 2008, the appreciation of the US
dollar consituted a capital loss for the United States but a capital gain for the many emerging
markets that maintained "long dollar" positions, largely consisting of high levels of dollardenominated official reserves (see also Milesi-Ferretti 2009 and Gourinchas et al 2012). In
contrast, the sizeable depreciation of Sterling during 2008 provided a valuation gain to the
United Kingdom, while Australia and New Zealand also enjoyed sizeable currency-related
valuation gains during 2008. Within the euro area, both foreign assets and foreign liabilities are
mainly denominated in euro, so that the exchange rate component of the valuation channel is
weaker for these countries than for countries with independent exchange rates.
The currencies of many emerging markets also depreciated during 2008. Historically, this
would have been problematic due to high levels of foreign-currency debt. However, the
accumulation of large foreign-currency reserves meant that domestic currency depreciation
now was associated with a capital gain on foreign assets, while the shift from foreign-currency
debt to equity-type instruments reduced the impact on the liability side of the international
balance sheet.
Finally, the overall return on foreign assets and foreign liabilities is determined by international
investment income flows as well as by capital gains and losses. The general decline in interest
rates in the advanced economies during the crisis constituted a reduction in net international
payments on the "short debt" positions of these economies. Since 2010, a partial exception
has been the euro area periphery, to the extent that rising spreads on sovereign debt liabilities
have offset the lower policy interest rates.
3.3

Financial Globalisation: Crisis Management

Financial globalisation also affected crisis management along a number of dimensions. At a
basic level, the very high levels of cross-border financial positions captured in Figures 1-2
mark the current crisis as quantitatively different from previous crisis episodes in terms of the
scale of international financial linkages. In turn, this has constrained the intervention capacity
of national governments, while increasing the importance of different types of international
policy responses.
In relation to the international banking system, the contagion risks associated with the
vulnerabilities of global systemically-important financial institutions (G-SIFIs) highlighted the
inadequacy of national-level financial regulatory systems (Claessens et al 2010). In turn, this
prompted the upgrading of the activities of the Financial Stability Board (FSB), even if this
remains far from acting as a global regulator.
At a European level, a new European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS) was created,
including the establishment of the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) and three new panEuropean sectoral agencies (the European Banking Authority; the European Insurance and
Occupational Pensions Authority; and the European Securities and Markets Authority). Still,
even within Europe, the primary responsibility for financial supervision remains at the national
level.
In terms of the provision of central bank liquidity, the high reliance of international banks
(especially European banks) on dollar funding exposed the limitations of relying on home
central banks as a source of non-market liquidity. In part, foreign-currency liquidity was
obtained by the ability of the local affiliates of international banks to tap the liquidity facilities
offered by national central banks. In addition, foreign-currency liquidity was made available
through a remarkable series of ad-hoc currency swap arrangements among the world's major
central banks (see, amongst others, McGuire and Von Peter 2009). Still, in terms of
institutional design, the absence of a long-term standing currency-swap agreements limit the
capacity of the international system to deal with financial shocks.
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The resolution of failing banks is also made more challenging by financial globalisation. First,
the cross-country issues involved in the Lehmans bankruptcy process illustrate the complexity
of liquidating internationally-active banks. Second, cases such as Dexia show the difficulties
involved in sharing the fiscal costs involved in the resolution of multi-country banking groups
(see Pisani-Ferry and Sapir 2010).
Third, (actual or prospective) losses concentrated in overseas affiliates might tempt a home
government to cut loose these affiliates in order to protect the parent bank. While this risk
remains non-trivial, it is important to recognise that some home governments have accepted
substantial fiscal costs in order to support the foreign affiliates of domestic banks. For
instance, Broadbent (2012) calculates that 75 percent of the losses of the major UK banks
were related to their non-UK balance sheets. In related fashion, current estimates of the
losses of foreign-owned banks in Ireland amount to 18 percent of Irish GDP ( Honohan 2012,
Deutsche Bank 2012).
Ad-hoc financial diplomacy may also have deterrred some parent banks from abandoning
troubled affiliates. The most notable example is the Vienna Initiative by which Western
European parent banks agreed to maintain commitments vis-a-vis affiliates in Central and
Eastern Europe during the initial stages of the global financial crisis (see De Haas et al 2012).
This coordinated approach solved the "race to the exit" problem by which individual parent
banks might fail to internalise the systemic impact of pulling funding from affiliates in host
countries, especially those host countries in which foreign-owned banks were the bedrock of
the local financial system.
While such a coordinated approach might have been effective in forestalling a panic-driven
suboptimal equilibrium during the most intense phase of the crisis, it does not remove the
underlying tensions between home and host countries in relation to the relative financial health
of parent banks and affiliate banks and differing regulatory incentives (see also Beck et al
2012).
The very high level of cross-border financial integration within the euro area has posed
particular difficulties in managing the banking crisis (see also Allen et al 2011). A remarkable
feature of the European crisis has been the replacement of private-sector capital flows to the
periphery with quasi-automatic official flows in the form of ECB liquidity flows. Relative to
countries with independent currencies and/or with foreign-currency liabilities, ECB liquidity
flows have been a stabilising force during the crisis, ameliorating the impact of the large-scale
private-sector reversal in capital flows. For instance, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2012) calculate
that liquidity inflows grew from virtually zero during the pre-crisis period to 2010 values of 54
percent of GDP for Ireland, 22 percent for Greece and 17 percent for Portugal. In related
fashion, cross-border liquidity flows are the source of the large Target 2 imbalances that have
emerged since the onset of the crisis.
Still, even with the over-collateralisation of refinancing operations, the ECB takes on credit risk
in providing liquidity funding. In turn, this gives rise to the possibility of cross-border transfers if
banks in a given country default on ECB obligations and the underlying collateral proves to be
inadequate, since the losses are shared among the member countries in proportion to their
share in the capital key of the ECB.
In order to manage this risk, liquidity needs can be reduced by scaling down bank balance
sheets through an asset disposal programme. In addition, a primary policy prescription is to
require banks to hold a sufficient level of capital to absorb expected losses, thereby increasing
the ability of banks to raise wholesale funding and reducing the risk of defaulting on central
bank obligations. If current capital levels are too low to cover prospective loan losses, this
entails a bank recapitalisation programme.
The composition of asset disposal programmes may also involve cross-country asymmetries.
In particular, home regulators may push banks to dispose of foreign assets, in order to avoid
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the impact of domestic asset sales. While this may represent a form of financial protectionism,
the prioritisation of foreign asset sales may be desirable to the extent that the original
acquisition of foreign assets was driven by distorted over-expansion of the balance sheets of
domestic banks (CGFS 2010). Under this scenario, foreign asset sales represent the
shrinkage of "non-core" operations, allowing these banks to focus on their core activities.
It is difficult to set the optimal speed of deleveraging through asset disposals, especially in
relation to long-lived assets such as mortgages and other property-backed loans where the
value of the underlying collateral would be driven down in the event of overly-rapid
deleveraging. In this regard, there is a clear collective-action problem if deleveraging
programmes are not coordinated across countries, especially when banks under different
national regulators have outstanding positions in common loan markets.
In addition to the fire-sale problem, non-coordinated deleveraging programmes also pose
problems for macroeconomic policy, in view of the negative impact of deleveraging on the
current level of aggregate demand. A slower pace of deleveraging may necessitate a longer
period of reliance on central bank liquidity. A faster pace raises expected losses on asset
disposals, requiring a greater degree of recapitalisation. This trade off can give rise to crossborder tensions in view of the different distribution of risk across these two margins.
Banks can be recapitalised from a variety of sources. Equity injections from private-sector
investors are difficult to obtain, especially if there are large non-crystallized prospective losses.
Even in scenarios in which private-sector interest might be envisaged, the entry of foreign
equity investors is hampered by asymmetric information problems by which the quality of
domestic loans might be especially hard to assess by non-local investors.5 In the other
direction, the disposal of foreign affiliates can be a source of extra capital if these are profitable
and the sale generates a capital gain. This can be the case if the domestic loan book is the
main source of losses, while foreign affiliates operate in better-performing markets.
In cases where existing shareholders are virtually wiped out, capital may also be obtained by
achieving write downs on subordinated debt obligations. Going further, it is arguable that it is
desirable to extract concessions on senior bonds (at least in the case of extreme losses).
However, senior bonds have so far remained untouched in the euro area, even if recent
proposals from the European Commission recommend that senior bonds should form part of
the loss-absorbing component of the capital structure in the future.
If these market-based options prove insufficient, the taxpayer is the final source of fresh capital
for banks. If foreign investors hold a large proportion of bank bonds, there is a clear conflict of
interest between domestic taxpayers and foreign bondholders in relation to recapitalisation
options: the more can be obtained through writedowns of bonds, the lower the fiscal cost.
Moreover, to the extent that the protection of bondholders is motivated by financial stability
concerns, there is an externality in relation to international financial stability. While this applies
at a global level, it is even stronger within a currency union, in view of the high degree of
integration of common-currency bond markets. In the presence of this externality, national
governments will undervalue the public good of international financial stability.

5
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By way of counter-example, one of the main Irish banks (Bank of Ireland) was able to raise foreign privatesector equity as part of its recapitalisation programme only after the quality of its loan books had been subjected
to a rigorous granular stress test that was managed by an external agency.

One way to address the externality issue is to provide directly recapitalise banks through a
common international fund.6 Furthermore, this would break the "diabolic loop" between
national banking systems and national sovereigns in relation to the heavy fiscal costs of
resolving deeply-troubled banking systems. Again, the importance of breaking this link applies
most strongly inside the euro area, in view of the greater scope for cross-border contagion
across banks and across national governments.
Such international cooperation in the provision of risk-bearing funding is not yet in place.
Rather, official funding during the crisis has taken the traditional form of plain-vanilla loans and
lines of credit to national governments. After a period of quietude, the IMF has become an
active lender again during this crisis, committing more than $300 billion in loans to member
countries since 2007. This has required a major increase in the IMF's funding capacity, with
further expansion planned.
In addition to its traditional role of acting as a source of foreign-currency funding for emergingmarket economies that have been shut out of international markets, the IMF has taken on a
major role in lending to high-income members of the euro area. In view of the scale of official
funding needs in Europe, the IMF has entered joint loan agreements with the European Union,
with the IMF providing only a minority of the required funding.
At one level, the marriage of IMF and regional funding is an appealing combination. In
particular, the greater financial and trade linkages at the regional level mean that contagion
risks are higher at a regional level than at a global level. However, there is a limit to the
effectiveness of regional funding in the case of a common shock that negatively affects the
fiscal positions of all countries in a given region. Moreover, cross-country political sensitivities
at a regional level make it more difficult to implement standard adjustment programmes, since
both creditor and debtor countries may seek to obtain politically-attractive exceptions to normal
official loan conditions.
In view of the very large increase in financial balance sheets and the scale of cross-border
financial positions, it is not too surprising that the scale of official funding requirements has
grown dramatically. The macroeconomic and financial impact of a sudden stop in capital flows
and/or the funding of fiscal deficits is increasing in the scale of balance sheet exposures.
Moreover, the scope for cross-country contagion is also increasing the extent of cross-border
financial positions.
The importance of official funding is even stronger inside a currency union. First, the inability to
devalue means that fiscal policy is the main macroeconomic stabilisation instrument at a
national level, so that swings in fiscal positions during a crisis are larger and more persistent
than under an independent currency regime. Second, investor demand for national sovereign
debt is more elastic, since alternative sovereign debt assets from other member governments
are available without having to take on currency risk. During the crisis, this "flight to safety"
effect within the euro area has generated substantial cross-border capital flows, with a
reduction in demand for peripheral sovereign debt and sharp reductions in the yields on the
main safe asset, the German bund.
Third, the empirical evidence during the crisis indicates that there is considerable contagion
among sovereign spreads inside the currency union, with a jump in the spread for one
vulnerable country quickly spreading to other member countries with similar fiscal
characteristics (see Favero and Missale 2012, amongst many others).
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Of course, international bank recapitalisation would have to be accompanied by parallel international regulatory
control of such banks.
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Financial globalisation also affected macroeconomic policy management during the crisis. In
terms of global policy coordination, the world's major central banks announced coordinated
interest rate cuts in October 2008, while coordinated fiscal expansions were announced at the
G-20 summit in November 2009. After this most intense phase of the crisis in Autumn 2008,
explicit macroeconomic policy coordination has not been maintained.
The limited role for global policy coordination has obvious explanations in view of the domestic
mandates under which macroeconomic policy is determined. Still, the international spillovers
from macroeconomic policy choices highlight the inefficiencies embedded in a noncoordinated approach. In addition to traditional spillovers from interest rate choices and fiscal
choices, there are also international spillovers from the non-standard monetary instruments
activated by central banks (Glick and Leduc 2012, Neely 2012).
Again, the potential gains from policy coordination are largest within the euro area, in view of
the strong financial and trade linkages across the member countries. Relative to alternative
monetary arrangements, a common central bank certainly delivers a coordinated interest rate
policy. The ECB main refinancing rate was cut substantially during the crisis, from 4.25
percent in June 2008 to 1.0 percent by April 2009. It is an open question whether similarly-low
policy interest rates could have been delivered by all member countries under a system of
independent national currencies, in view of the risk premia and liquidity premia traditionally
faced by the smaller member countries under previous systems.
At the same time, the ECB's traditional focus on area-wide aggregates in making its monetary
policy decisions may be inadequate under conditions in which fundamental asymmetries exist
among the member countries. In particular, as we saw in Section 2, cross-border financial
integration was associated with the emergence of large net external imbalances among the
member countries. In turn, the process of external adjustment among the member countries
necessitates substantial shifts in intra-area real exchanges, which can only take the form of
intra-area inflation differentials.7 In view of the considerable evidence of downward wage
rigidities, a temporarily-higher inflation target could facilitate external adjustment at a lower
cost in terms of the shortfall of aggregate output and employment relative to potential.
Furthermore, fiscal policy coordination within the euro area is quite weak, despite the fiscal
spillovers across the member countries. In particular, the European economic governance
system is primarily directed at monitoring fiscal sustainability at a national level, even if the
guidelines in principle do recognise the importance of taking into account the overall European
macroeconomic situation in determining fiscal policies.
Still, the primary emphasis placed on national-level fiscal targets means that insufficient
attention is given to the implications for the area-wide fiscal stance. Moreover, hard-wired
fiscal coordination through the European-level joint fiscal budget is currently very small (at
about one percent of aggregate GDP), especially relative to other monetary unions (such as
the United States). This lack of fiscal coordination is especially problematic during a crisis
period in view of the inherent fragility of national-level fiscal positions inside a currency union
that was discussed above.
These factors indicate how financial integration reinforces the importance of fiscal reforms to
improve the stability of the euro area. Of course, more prudent national fiscal policies during
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As quantified by Chen et al (2012), the importance of extra-area trade for the main deficit countries means that
a decline in the external value of the euro can also play an important role in the adjustment of broader tradeweighted measures of real exchange rates.

normal times would reduce the vulnerability of member countries during crisis periods by
reducing average debt levels and improving the cyclical conduct of fiscal policy.
However, joint fiscal initiatives are also important. As pointed out by Brunnermeier et al (2011),
the issuance of European-level tranched bonds can delink the "flight to safety" effect and
cross-border flows, even if each national government remains fully liable for its own debt. The
various proposals for eurobonds that involve joint-and-several liability can also accomplish this
goal, although with a deeper level of fiscal union required in view of the moral hazard problems
associated with jointly-guaranteed debt.
As noted above, a larger European-level fiscal budget can also relieve the pressure on
national sovereigns. Here, two routes can be envisaged. First, a limited form of fiscal union
would be involved in the creation of a common fiscal reserve fund that would be able to
finance area-wide stimulus programmes in the event of an aggregate negative shock. As is the
case with a common banking resolution fund and the European Stability Mechanism, this type
of fiscal fund would only target the tail risks associated with crisis periods, such that fiscal
policy primarily remains national in scope during normal times.
However, a deeper level of fiscal union would require a greater pooling of area-wide tax
revenues in order to finance cyclically-sensitive expenditure lines (such as unemployment
insurance) or distribute resources to member states in line with area-wide GDP rather than
national-level GDP. Since such schemes could entail permanent net transfers across member
countries in the event of permanent asymmetric shocks, a high level of political integration
would be required to ensure the sustainability of this type of deep fiscal union.
Accordingly, the current intense debate about constructing European-level banking and fiscal
institutions serves to illustrate the implications of a high level of financial integration for
macroeconomic and financial stability, especially when financial globalisation amplifies the
costs of various underlying distortions (such as inadequately-regulated banks and
overborrowing incentives in different sectors). By way of contrast, the much weaker state of
global governance (relative to even existing intra-European governance arrangements)
suggests that a similar level of financial integration among a broader set of countries would not
be remotely sustainable.

4.

Financial Globalisation After the Crisis: Policy Reforms

The global crisis has reinforced the importance of an array of policy reforms at international
and national levels. There are two broad categories - reforms that can reduce the likelihood
and severity of future crises and reforms that can improve macroeconomic and financial
resilience in the event of a crisis.
At the international level, the most direct challenge is to improve the regulation of the global
financial system. Here, the reform agenda is well known and includes the coordinated,
effective regulation of the group of global banks that form the backbone of the international
financial system. At a basic level, this would be facilitated by a much deeper knowledge base
about the international activities of these banks, which in turn requires much richer data
collection, including the full integration of offshore international financial centres into the data
matrix on cross-border financial activities (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 2011a, Haldane 2012). In
related fashion, better analytical models of international systemic risk are needed in order to
usefully interpret such data and develop appropriatae preventive policy responses (see,
amongst others, Gourinchas 2012).
At the same time, regulatory oversight cannot be an adequate substitute for ensuring that
these banks have sufficient incentives to avoid excessive risk taking, while market discipline
can also be enhanced through the design of capital structures that increase the incentives for
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investor monitoring (Haldane 2011). In addition to enhancing bank safety, it is essential to
develop international resolution regimes that can handle failures among this group of banks.
The other main element in international policy reform is the construction of stronger
international safety nets. Even with the recent increases in its resources, the lending capacity
of the IMF has not kept pace with the growth in cross-border financial positions. Given the
costliness of avoidable defaults to the debtor country and, through contagion effects, to the
global system, international liquidity provision has to remain a fundamental component in the
international financial architecture.
At the same time, the growing size of international balance sheets and the fiscal costs of
backstopping international liquidity facilities reinforces the importance of designing bailout
systems that limit moral hazard problems (Obstfeld 2011a, Obstfeld 2011b). In related fashion,
the international system has to be better prepared to deal with insolvency cases, whether it is
bankrupt sovereigns or bankrupt banking systems. To this end, the potential gains from
establishing an international bankruptcy court could be revisited (Sachs 1995).
In additional to global-level institutional reform, the very high level of financial integration in
Europe (especially within the euro area) calls for the development of regional-level institutions
that can help to improve macroeconomic and financial stability. The main ingredients were
discussed above in Section 3 and it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a full
treatment of the European reform debate (see also Lane 2012). Still, an important
differentiating factor between global-level and European-level reform is the much closer
degree of political integration at the European level, even if it remains to be seen whether
there is sufficient political will to deliver the required European-level institutional reforms.
Still, even if the global and regional financial architectures were much improved, it would
remain the case that domestic residents bear the largest costs in the event of a financial crisis.
Accordingly, the main responsibility for adapting policy regimes to cope with financial
globalisation lies with national governments. In general, domestic policy reforms should be
complementary to parallel reforms at the international level.
While operating under the general auspices of international or regional regulatory frameworks,
the implementation of financial regulation is set to remain primarily local (with the possible
exception of very large financial institutions). A key step is the development of national bank
resolution regimes that limit the systemic and fiscal costs of failing banks. In addition, as is well
understood, a primary challenge is to develop effective macro-prudential instruments that limit
systemic risk. Even more important, national governments have to be willing to actively
implement a rigorous macro-prudential framework, even at the risk of committing Type II errors
that forestall sustainable expansions in credit growth. As emphasised by Ostry et al (2011)
and Jeanne et al (2012), a broad macro-prudential framework can include a role for capital
controls. Finally, excessive leverage in the non-financial sector (corporates and households)
can be further deterred through tax and regulatory policies that do not favour debt financing
over equity financing (see also Rogoff 1999).
In terms of national macroeconomic policy frameworks, two key principles should guide the
implementation of monetary and fiscal policies. First, the global crisis has provided further
evidence of the costs of excessive imbalances (whether excessive domestic credit growth or
excessive external deficits). While accepting that it is difficult to draw the line between
sustainable and excessive imbalances, a prudential approach would suggest greater activism
to lean against the wind. This includes operating a countercyclical fiscal policy that takes into
account financial cycles as well as the output cycle (Benetrix and Lane 2011).
Second, it is important to have in place national buffers that can cope with adverse shocks. In
terms of monetary regimes for countries with independent currencies, the crisis has revised
upwards the prudential level of foreign-currency reserves, even if that level remains far below
the scale of reserves currently maintained by some countries. In relation to fiscal policy, a
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basic message is that the crisis has revised downwards the level of public debt that can be
considered "safe" in normal times, in view of the scope for rapid growth in public debt during
financial crises (Reinhart and Rogoff 2009, 2011).
Moreover, the crisis has shown the importance of a strong public balance sheet in order to
adequately address balance sheet problems in other domestic sectors (households,
corporates, banks). In addition to maintaining a sufficiently-low public debt, this can involve
the accumulation of a liquid rainy-day fund, since even a low-debt government may find it
difficult to borrow during crisis periods.
For those countries still operating under binding financial account controls, the importance of a
robust domestic institutional and policy framework in effectively managing cross-border
financial integration strengthens the case for a gradualist approach to financial account
liberalisation (see, amongst many others, Obstfeld 2009). At the same time, the classic tension
remains -- external account restrictions protect the monopoly power of domestic financial
institutions, at the possible cost of lower efficiency and lost growth opportunities (Kose and
others 2009a, Mishkin 2007, 2009). Managing this trade off remains a primary challenge for
policy officials in emerging and developing economies.
Finally, there are international externality effects from national policy choices, especially in
areas such as the implementation of financial regulation, reserve accumulation and capital
controls. In related fashion, there are international externality effects from national systemic
imbalances (banking-system fragilities, external imbalances). Accordingly, an additional role
for international institutions is to flag such externalities through monitoring and surveillance
frameworks, even if such "soft" financial diplomacy faces natural limits.

5.

Conclusions

After a long period of relative calm in the international financial system, the global crisis has
provided a severe test of financial globalisation. At a global level, the rapid growth in crossborder financial trade in the decade before the crisis contributed to the excessive growth in
credit markets that was at the centre of the initial phase of the crisis. Moreover, financial
globalisation fuelled the asymmetries in credit growth and external positions across countries
that have played a critical role in determining the cross-country incidence and propagation of
the crisis.
Once the crisis occurred, financial globalisation provided a buffer against the crisis for some
countries, whereas it amplified the crisis for others. By and large, the structure of the
international balance sheets of emerging economies provided valuable insulation against the
crisis. In contrast, the "long equity, short debt" profile of many advanced economies was a
risky profile in the face of declining equity markets and disruption in credit markets. However,
currency depreciation for some advanced economies did improve external positions during the
crisis.
Moreover, the global crisis has powerfully demonstrated that international financial integration
amplifies the costs of policy and regulatory failures, both in terms of crisis prevention and crisis
management. Although there has been an array of policy reforms in the wake of the crisis,
much more remains to be done in terms of designing global, regional and national policy
frameworks that can cope with high levels of international financial integration.
If the appropriate international and national institutions are put in place, financial globalisation
retains its potential to positively contribute to risk diversification, consumption smoothing and
efficient capital allocation. Indeed, under an improved institutional framework, a lower volume
of cross-border financial trade might deliver more genuine benefits from financial globalisation,
if "smart" international asset trade is enhanced at the expense of "distorting" international
17

asset trade. I leave it to each reader to assess the likelihood and timing of these insitutional
reforms.
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Figure 1
IFI Ratio: Advanced Economies
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Source: Author's calculations, based on updated version of dataset developed by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2007).
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Figure 2
IFI Ratio: Emerging Economies
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Source: Author's calculations, based on updated version of dataset developed by Lane and
Milesi-Ferretti (2007).
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Figure 3
IFI Ratios (Euro Area, United States, Japan)
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Source: Author's calculations, based on updated version of dataset reported in Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2007).
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Figure 4
Gross International Financial Flows, 2002-2010
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Figure 5
Financial Account Liberalisation Index
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Figure 6
International Debt-Equity Ratios (Advanced Economies)
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Figure 7
International Debt-Equity Ratios (Emerging Economies)
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Figure 8
Domestic Credit Growth and International Debt Flows, 2003-2008
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Figure 9
Cross-Country Standard Deviation of Current Account Balances, 1995-2010
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Comments on Financial Globalisation and the Crisis
Dani Rodrik

Philip Lane’s paper is quite a judicious evaluation of the role played by financial globalization
in the way the crisis developed and spread. I have little to add to it. In these brief comments, I
want to broaden his discussion in a couple of directions.
To begin with, I want to make the point that a broader evaluation of financial globalization has
to take into account its effect over the entire cycle, including any possible growth effects, and
not just the crisis. After all, it is possible that financial globalization’s downsides are more than
compensated by its growth-boosting impact over the longer term.
Indeed, the original argument for financial globalization was that it would accomplish precisely
that. It would equalize marginal returns to capital around the world, transfer saving from rich to
poor countries, and enhance growth and convergence. In addition, it would offer investors an
improved risk-return trade-off through portfolio diversification. And it would contribute to
enhanced risk sharing and consumption smoothing across countries. It is interesting that these
arguments have receded to the background, in large part because the accumulating evidence
has not been kind to them.
The more recent arguments in support of financial globalization are based largely on secondbest reasoning. But like all second-best arguments, they tend to cut both ways. It is probably
true that financial globalization improves financial competition and financial intermediation, and
that is generally a good thing. But what about the argument that it enhances fiscal discipline?
Surely, this argument relies too much on the view that financial markets are rational and take a
long-term view. There are in fact too many cases where they have enabled profligate
governments to go on a spending spree for longer than would be the case otherwise. Similarly,
the “collateral benefits” argument that posits financial globalization enhances the rule of law,
governance, and institutional quality is equally suspect. Many economists now believe that
financial liberalization and globalization have enabled financial interests to capture political
systems, with pernicious effects on the quality of governance.
Philip Lane is clear on some of the other ways in which financial globalization aggravates
market distortions. It can exacerbate bubbles or excessive risk-taking through leverage,
originating from a poor regulatory environment at home or inadequate monetary policies. Poor
regulation plus large cross-border flows create the perfect storm. Once the crisis begins to
unfold, financial globalization exacerbates balance-sheet externalities and systemic risk driven
by the feedback between asset prices and aggregate demand. Globally, it exacerbates the
costs of the institutional incompleteness of the world economy – the lack of global deposit
insurance, an international lender of last resort, common regulatory and bankruptcy regimes.
Developing and emerging market economies pose further complications. We know that capital
inflows and the attendant appreciation of real exchange rates is a serious problem for such
economies. In my own work, I have shown that competitive real exchange rates are important
not just for short-term macroeconomic balance, but also for longer term growth. When
investment and growth prospects are depressed by low private returns to tradables – whether
due to market or government failures – easy availability of foreign finance is in fact a handicap
rather than a blessing. Investment-demand constrained economies respond to capital flows
very differently from credit-constrained economies.
In light of all this, it is not surprising that we find little evidence of any growth benefits from
financial openness. This is confirmed in the latest meta-analysis conducted by Jeanne,
Subramanian, and Williamson in a forthcoming monograph for the Peterson Institute.
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How should policy makers respond to all these complications and uncertainties? Here I find it
useful to distinguish between two frames of reference, the first-best and the second-best.
Policy makers with a first-best mind-set put the emphasis on removing the pre-existing market
imperfections that create the second-best complications. Their list of recommendations
revolves around improving macroeconomic policies and financial regulations and erecting the
requisite global regulations and institutions. The trouble with this approach is that it lacks
realism in light of both the practical and substantive difficulties in fixing these problems. In
particular, the experience of the eurozone should be a cautionary tale on the likelihood of
building the transnational governance needed to run an integrated financial system.
Policy makers with a second-best mind-set accept that many of the pre-existing distortions and
complications cannot be removed. So they are willing to restrain cross-border finance directly.
Capital controls and capital-account regulations become part of the arsenal of policies
deployed to discipline financial markets. There are of course many questions here too. Can
capital controls be administered without causing even worse problems elsewhere? What kind
of controls work better?
This debate reminds me of the debate over gun control in the United States. Gun control
opponents are fond of saying: “guns don’t kill people; people kill people.” What they mean by
this is that we should intervene only on the relevant margin -- individual misbehavior -- by
punishing offenders, but otherwise not restrict the circulation of guns. This is precisely the firstbest approach. Gun control proponents, on the other hand, say: “since we cannot perfectly
monitor and discipline behavior, and social costs of missing the targets are high, we need to
control guns directly.” So they are willing to condone bans on some transactions, including
those that would be ex post efficient, as they judge the total benefits to society would be
positive. They are applying second-best reasoning.
I would hazard the guess that most economists who debate financial globalization would be on
the side of gun control advocates.
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